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EDUCATIONAL CHANGE IN THE BLACK POPULATION

OF THE UNITED STATES AND THE SOUTH

C\I
Leon F. Bouvier

r7(
"The gains in education made by blacks have certainly

been impressive--just 100 years from slavery." How often-we

LLA
hear such generalizations bandied about in Public. Indeed,

some versions of -this thesis have appeared in print weer more

A

frequently in.recent years., The Scammon-Wattenberg assertion

that over half of-all American blacks are now middle class is

of course,a prime, though simplistic example.
1 The more recent

lead article in Time magazine2 and the TV docuMentary,onthe

.

black middle class have further reinforced this relatively new

line _of reasoning, especially prevalent among liberal whites.

With respect to education, twa questions warrant clOse

investigation. First, is ft appropriate to think in terms of

one hundred years? Did the conclusion o± the dril Warmark

thebeginning of a nel:reducationalera for the nineteenth century --

.blacks? Second, have there in fact 'been real educational gains--
,

gains that go beyond normal expectations?.
6.

"A Brief Historical Excursion

To better comprehend the current educational situation_,

it is. imptrtmit to go back those one hundred years and briefly

trace the origins of the educati on of blocks,, especially in
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the .South. The well-known controversy between the-views of

Booker T. Washington, on one hand, and those of W.E.B. Dubois,

on the other, lies at the heart of, the kind of education

blacks were to receive in'ensuing years.

Even prior to the emergen-Ce of Washington as the leading _
A

black educator of his Era, the idea that blacic education

should be heavily "industrial" in content was being gradually

accepted as the only sensible solution to the questidn of

what.tos do about-the schooling-of formeI slaves: As early-

as 1872, S.C. AimstronR-1 tht white founder' of Hampton Inatifute,

in addi.essing the National Educational Ayociation, argued not

only for separate but,"diffareAt" types of schools for southern

blacks.. He state that the Negro is "capable of ,acquiring

. ..

knowledge to any degree, and, to a certain age; at least,

with about the same facility as white children; but lacks the

- .
,.

power to assimilate arid digpat it:, The Negro,matUres sooner
. \,

than the white, but-does not have hi:sNsteady development'of'
s.

mental strength up to advanced years. He is,a. child of the

tropics,-and 'the differentiation of races goes deepel. th'an

.

the,skin."'
7

By 1890 Armstrong's views were widely -addepted

and had replaced the'litieral educational apprpaches.of the

earlier northern missionaries. So-Called "industrialreduca-.

tion" was in fact "Negro education."

It remained for Booker T. Washington, howevetl'to truly

establish industriar education for blackg-=a training that ft,`

would *concentrate on preparing young men, and women fdr roles!
I

as farmers, cooks, and'mechanics. This was 'to be the principal

0
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emphasiS at'Tuskegee Institute after its founding by.Washington

in 1881. Although it trained teac4ersl'they were expected to

learn abdut gardening; and carpentry as well as grammar and _

t.

-arithmetic.
4

As Bullock has explained it: "This edu-

cation' grounded in t4o basic 44onvictions: first, that the

-two races had to live ttether; (second, that they could co-

exist syibiotically. believed that the-Negro's home. was

permanently in the South and that the interest Of one race=

eras inextriCably tied to the other. "! Washington further

.specified hi:s"views in his famous Atlanta "speech in 1895--r.

delivered at the gqton States 1:!Xpostion. it was there.that

he laid the ground rules which he hoped would result in

racial peace. "Ignorant and inexperienced,, it "is not strange

that in the first years of our new life we began at the top

instead of at the bottom; that a.seat in Congress or the

state legislature was more sought than real estate or indubt-;

7

rial skill; that the political convention or ,stump' speaking

had,more attraction than,starting a dairy farm or being a

truck driver." He added the admoniton to "Cast down your

bucket where you are." To Negroes:-this meant''. "Cast down

in agricultuge, mechanicsvcommerce domestic service and

in the professions." To whites this meant "Cast down upon

the eight millions of NeGroes."--Negroes who would one

4
again form 'the basic labor supply of the South.

6

This marked change'of directionfrom the earli6r7

more ,traditional metho4s.of teaching espouSed.by northern

4
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missionaries was embraced by the white southern power structure.

A§ Embrei states it: "Here was a way out--: -A Negro leader

himself promised that schools and joky and hospitals could

be offered the -race without the danger of the bugaboo of

-social ecuality. The lipgroes were to stay in

and yet-be trained- to carry their share of the turdens.

'Their schooling vi.s'not to be .in cultural subjects,' but

in' the hand .
skills 6f farming and-trade.-_, and domestic service.'"7.

This change also had a hushber of upanticipated conse-

quences. For some time, whites had complained'about the

expenses involved in educating former sloVes--freemen who

could not pay their share of the tax .bnrden. This "special"

type cif "education for blacks was used as an excuse for de-

veloning differential allocations of expenditures-for-sphools.

It was argued that it was less complex and less eicpensive

than that' needed by whites. "..,..the education required
-

by the newly liberated Negro Was simple, homely stuff, much

leiss`efaborate and expensive than that needed for white

0

thildren:Pu)
-

The average length of the school year declined,

at least for a while. Salary diffexientials between white and

bTa4k teachers increaSed;, per capita 'expenditures increased

.

sgnificantly, for white ischools while remaining
static, for

Negro schools. .This marked thebeginning.of a discriminatory'

pattern that was to persist into the.1950s--one important

effect being the .inferior .quality of education -historically

offered in Negro schools; an effect that still flaunts the

Lotion -to the present day.

r-
e.)

0
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,mother unanticipated` consequence of Washington's

educational philosophy veg..§ the perpetuating of the caste

system. S,t wasiassumed that NegroeS mould "stay-in their

place."_, They would be trained'only to improve their work

at jobs that -they had. traditionally performed in the first

place. A slot had to be found for the Negro in southern

society--it was to be at the bottom. but within that caste,

'there-wouhtbeup-oer classes co nsistint of those trained

to be teachers, preachersr and other professionals.

Still another unforeseen result of special education

,was that it was preparing young blacks for jobs that they
. . ,. .

.realistical4..couid not attain. The graduate with some_ex-,
. _

...

, .

pertise in agricaltutal science might. hope to becomela farp

operator, but the white power structure would only allow
%..

whimhiM to remain a tnant farmer. -'More and more of thee skilled

ocblipations traditionally performed4by slaves had been cloied

to the freemen and thus.training in mechanics'was of little .

value. Finally, the Industrial Revolution had reached the

South and was.causing substantial changes in the occupational

structure of, the region. People were being trained for'jobs

.

that were soon to be non-existent. Bullock4summarizes it well:

Contrary to what its desiEcriers'had promised and
what the Negro people had been led to expect, special
education d±1 not prove to be an effective tool of .
-economic adjustment. The idolpgy and- structure
of industrial education-failed to oonsider the
trend of thexkmerican_economy, despite the fact

t that our patt of economic organization had ,

already begun to make major shifts at the time
the new 'educat'onal idea was winning favor with
southern and no;thern'educators.9

At least until the early part of the twentieth centurra,
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.

the special industrial "Negro." education' was the typical train-
.

-ing given black youth. It had only contributed to increases in

the differences in.educational expenditures and to a firmer

caste sy st,em. .It'had abysmally failed to live up to its

Oomise"of provi ding a- better life for the sout hern `blacks.

Objections to the direction 6f.this speci#1 education, mere

occasionally.,rdisea--but were qUickly discourged. In 1907,

.for,example, the governoil of Georgia commented: "We can

attend - -to the education of the darkey.in the South without

theaid -9f these Yankees and give them the education that
.

they most need. I 'do not believe-in thg higher education

of the darkey. Be must, be taught the trades. -When ,he is

taught the fine arts, he is educated above his caste, and it

makes him uhhappS':
"10 .Although differehces of opinion among

_ A

;

educators were still present, the,:decision of the third

Capon Springs. Convention was Clear. Again quOtingBullock:

"But the problem of educating.the Negro masses still remained.
0

What kind of education should be provided for them? Industrial

education emerged as an emphatic answer."
11'

----The decisions made at all three Capon' Springs conferenceS

significantly affected the type of schooling that "Negroes would

receive. First, because of the cdnditio s under which:most

Negroes livea, industrial education had to e a major part

of-their training. "Slavery, it was believed,
%,p

within their minds some undesireablef.attitudes

typb of education.could'remove."12 Second", it

,had shaped

that this

was firmly
s.,4

.believed that" the "Negro had been educated away from his
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reacted toward increasing; the labor value of his race.

.
. .

natural environment and that his education should concern
. .

. i

those Sielts available to -him4""
1

Third,"there wat 'a con-'
f

.

sensus that the Negro's industrial education should°be di-
1

"7

Even beffore emanci,pation, AMeripan blacks Fad demonstrated

strong and intense desire .,cr education. 'With freed6m,

.increased schooling was seen as the ticket to siwial petter-
. .

ment: AS' With so Many other ethnic .groups,' more- education
- . s .

,. .

was the main hope for the"up xading of the next generati=on.
I , :

L

Unlike other ethnic- groups, this potential upeading was

4

almost tatallyobliterated y the white power structure.

According to, BullOck:

Ever-since their earliest contact with the printed
page, southern Negroes had maintained an,almost
blind confidence in schooling,. In many instances,
their earliest interracial experiences had-beenl
the result of an-involvement with the wealthiest
.and most cultred element .of the white:South.. By
the time of their emancipation, almost all of them.
had cdie to believe that those qualities of white
people,

la
which they admired so much and tried so

ilarethiute had resulted from formal education
and that they too could acquire them tf they once
got the necessary schooling.l'L

With emancipation ant during Reconstruction, politics became

One way to rise in the social system. With. 'disenfranchisement,

their confidence in education as a means of up.ward mobility.

,--became even stronger. .

We have noted that the decision to follow the advice of

Washington in the,developthent of specialeducation for blacks

was not embraced by all. Ra.ther, it would seem more natural

for the blackstb optfor the mxlve traditional approach to

tr

422.
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educapion. Some white educators' also argued that Negroes'
- .....

0.- . .

. . a needed^tor.e-crassical training =-that this would better pre-.

'pane them far-liozitions of leadership. One such educator'. '

; f

was William Harris*, United States Commissioner of.Education,
.. _ .

whol,, in 18901_ 'stated -thA "education, ihtellectual and moral,:

,

4 r

i7the only means yet discOered that is always sureto help,

. ......

115
-People to- help thP-Liselves..' In 1895 at Atlanta'.UnivOsity

. .

'''I had this prophetic staterlint to say:
L

. L

Az-our--civilization is larg ely derived-from the Greeks

and Roffans, and as Negroes of AmericaaTe tc7"havi-

. %it with ,the Anglo=Sakbns, It ..is, very important ,

that the bright minds among them wouad_get acquainted- ''

with it, as others have done, through the ptudy-

.
of Latin and Greek. Thisis' the more ,'neceSsary
since, withthe advance of Civilization and. the.

-'-

development of machinery-the "proportion,of,manual.

. .
laborers in every, commudity is steadily, diminishing,
while the proportion of the diraptors of labor and16

other ,brairi workers is correspondingly increasing. -

.

_Uncomfortdble stirrings of discontent were manifest among 4'

,_ numerous segments of the black population:by the turn of the

century and even prior to thata time. While indtstrial
-, .i

.

t -
. .

-

maintained,
....

edudation was Rfforts were constantly-made (and

. .
.

. *

sometimes- successfully) to incorporate into theschooIsystem..

the traditional three R's; and into the collems a truly.
,

liberal type .of education. HoliaCe Burdstead; white piesident

of Atlanta Uhiversity-4 correctly stated in 1905, that "We have,

too- long made the mistake- of regardifig,the race a's!'a homogeneous
, .

. ,

mass instead of recognizing-the diierSity of its diffeient.
.

classes;17 Pe'continued: ",.The masses may not be able to
,

go to college, but_they may .Send their representative to

college, and when he comes home they will be wise by proxy."

Ag it remained for'Wasirington to endorse-the_earlier

a

9
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views espoused-by Armstrong; so too it'remai, ge Aor'a leading

../ . . .

\ .-
.

t 4;

blackdintellectual to attempt tg accomplish some of the Suggest-
. .se , .

. '
' \ ' .. 0 te,

ions putforwavd by Harris and Bumstead. That:man, of &curse,
. .- . .-

, -

was W.E.B. Dubois.. The long conflibt beqreen'the advoc, ates pry",
. ',IL

or.
z 'industrial.,education f iikeBooker T. riashngton and those es -

,
.,

.

, .

-110 o u s i n g classical education like W.E.B. i.ubois is tap familiar
.

r
.

to repeat heire. 'Cilearly,the failures of the special education
.

movement contributed to the rise of the so- called NewNegro.

.". As Bullock lias4statecl:'

.- . . ,

What was' latefrto be called, the.'New Negro' was
'ibeing,shwo.ed-and through the literary effeirts.of
; :tPis,new breed, America's black ,people, were too'

, find a new concention Of themselves-and a deeper
. .

spiritual 9rientatic... The histdrical sig-
nificanCe-of this movement rests not solelyupon'

\ the literary:talent that. it revealed but also
.. / t upon the' change in.tlie Negro's intellectual

. - ,cenvictions which it sytbolized: The change' was ,

frm 'an attitude of coMpl'omise to: one of; challenge.
It Mgartthat the BOolcOr T: Washington- philosophy'

'thathad *prevailed. for more than a generation-had
. .been':cOn4emned and was to be rejected by the Negro,

mass4,8-1'

We'could perhapOadd!that it marked 'the Coming*of7age of the
4

,

teachihgs of-fl 6ois--sO concisely stated in Souls of Black

.e
Folk in._.1903.,, In 1904, Dtllois reigned frOt the Committee of

! . .

,
0 Twelve which Washingtaihad assembled and once again cried'

out his faith in.the'essential edlication of the talented

tenth..
' '.

Soon after resigning,-Dubois called together a selected
t.

_

., :.
group of black leaders to. Meet with him near Buffalo, N.Y.

. ,

in. July 1905. This "Niagara, Movement" "was to become the
1

most effective of all` the Negro's attempts to secure equality

for himself.'
19 The National Association for the Advancement,

10
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Colored People wag founded, in 1910 and a major shift in str.4at-

egybegan-tb evolve., It' should be emphasiied thatat this

point inime theimpartant shift, as far as education was

concerned, was-a break' with the philoipphy of Booker T.

it f

Washington. lilt Va's the beginning of a new period in which
. .

. .

.
,

serious attempts would be made to educate blacks in the,
,

"k -e.
normal established American f4Shion--in the long range.hope

. )

that.perhaps some of the negative ramifications: of lnduStpial,.
.

education would be eventually eliminated. The battle, of

course, was jtist beginning.

. A. ..

The innumerable legal challenges undertaken by the-349P
.. , .

are kne*n to.ps,alf.'Suffice It to say,, at thistithe, that
. .

wiierea:s the.turn-of\the century marked the'beginninglzif the
.

gi.adual replacement of the Washingten educatiohal philosophy
.. .. - ./

t. .

with that of-Dubois;.it wA nat'umtil.the 1950's that/the
.

.., , .
.

.
.

effects of long'and tedious court battles began to be
. .

.noticed. Until that time wide differentials ih school ex-
,

penalures were still rampant. The'q1121i4 of the education
- 4- i

offered blacks was. far inferior to'that Offered t/hites--

from .elementary school.througn ce5llegen-bOth.theZouth -and
0.

the. North. . . ,.
.

_ . -,..-

thatyearsbeyond trib end of that era. And

in education, these most recent twenty.years have not marked .

,
J,

the onset' of, the best of all possible world's- -not when it
. . .

come s to'the edudatiOn of black youth. Indutrial education' may

Dave ceiSedlbeing the accepted philosophSri'but how any high

school 'counsellors tjil advise, black st4c4its to.concenttate

.9
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on-coffimerCial rather than college preparattry pr6 ams--before

looxing at their'academic'records?, As late.as 1966, Iryck,

basing his comments on a 1964 U.S. Office of Education 'survey,

noted'that "Lower proportions %r to pupils thanof white
.

pupils have adequate bo6ks,:laboratories, and gymnasiuMs..

Teachers in Negro schools ;have had less_academexposure

, egand are less-mobile. Nro schools have more classes with

low IQ pupils; they haVe fewer accelerated -or college prep-

pratory curricula and fewer opportunities for individual and
. ./ A ,sa

group journalism,(music, journalsm, and debate.)20. There

is little evidence of apy.significant progress since 1964.
4..

\
o

indeed, the District of Columbia i. now veryproud of the
R

fAct that.Western High School, begi ing this Fall of 1974,

offers for the first time concentrations in such areas as

music, fine arts and drama.
0.

,

Two questions were posited at the outset of this paper.

,ene.was: iqs it appropriate to think in terms of'100.,years?'

Did 'the end' of -the Civil War _mark B_ new beginning for the

. inneteenth-century Negro in terms,of education?
I
The reply

is-an,unoualified and resounding NO. .It was not until the
-7-

early tw'entiqh centuthat the chains of the in&Ustrial

education concept; even began'to be removed; it .was -not until

after the 1954 Supreme Court decibion that any ,serious attempt

was made to. wt,least equalize expenditures for schools in'

the South. It is only*now that attention is finally focussing

on the quiity of the education Of.,black youth pi-oughoUt the

nnation.

I.

.

44,
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'the United States has a -long way to go before
et

c-9
.

caccbmplisning truly high,qualit!peducation for the majority

of its black citizens, be It in the South or in the northern
.

ghettos. Cahill and Pieper, in a recent article in Phylon,

have this to add: 'P...there remains't e_very.real problem
_

of P4a.fitAtive difterences within the educational" system,
)

particulArly as they mey affqct the opportdnities for post-

college graduate schooling and entry into the professions..21
-

ti

Befctre turning-to-demograr;Ric data,.we should glance

briefly at a new phencmc-non that is causing much concern

for blacks and whiter alike--affirmative action,. This. program,

so despised by some Drctions of other ethnic groups, may well

be' the weaPwithat is needed to finally break the long range

intergenerational effects of what 'Illyrdal referred to as the

vicious 4rcle. 22 Despite the heroic efforts of groups like
.

the NAACP, the Urban League, and, others, the inherent racism

. of many :ihitsestifff', inakeg:I0e.-#rdmely difficult for a
,

Properly qualified blaek to advance and succeed within the

system. Few AmericaVenjoy :quotas, but 900 ,yearg of slavery

and serfdom may requite the use of quotas until the vicious

circle has been overcome.

However, there have been grqss.abuses of affirmative
- 0

actions piny attt'ibut-able ironically to the long held stereo-
.

types about AMerican blacks. To many well intended whites,

young black students are not suppped to be intelligent. For

someo culturally deprived is 8ribriymoll with intellectually

deprived. This has led to some peculiar developments--tot

1.5
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to the'advantare of blacks. Thomas Sowell, in.-his recent

controversial book, Black Education: Myths_and TrahedieF,

explains it' well

Many of the current academic policies toward black
students,revolve_around-a central myth which,has
beenelaborated into a whole social_theoiogy. The
main cliaracters in this-myth are (1) middle-clAs.
Negro, who has lost his 'true' identity; has not
,real. concern for hi-s people, does well on white<
men's tars because he is only a black white man.

pursue" -his own narrow self
interet:-; rather than the advancement of his race,
as contrasted with (2) the 'real' black man,-
'proud' of his identity, Lcopmitted' to the advance-
ment of black pBople, whp is too steeped in his
own culture toscore well on white, culturally-

tqsts, but who has 'real' abilities, and
who will put his educational and. ether opportuni-
ties at the tervice of his race.25

Sowell, then goes on to cite example after example of truly

qualified blacks being rejected from elite colleges and

-Universities solely because of their high scores, while some
/

far less prepAred receive full tuition scholarships. Even with-

in contemporary, well-in 4;nded programs like affirmative

actions, blacks face the stereotypes long attributed to all

;members of the race. Affirmative action, and other programs

,intended.to aid blacks are necessary. Perhaps Sowell

exacerates, but it is important that anti-intellectual dis-

crimination not be part of such programs.

The first century away from slavery has been fraught

with difficulties obstructing black attempts to better them-

-selves educationally--the first step towards overall social

progress. The vicious circle has been allowed not only to

operate but, in fact, has often been encouraged to become

ever moe vicious. Even this cursory summary of the paSt-

14
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one hundred years makes a mockery of the often heard comments

that '.' They just don't care about educating themselves like

some other groups do. Why don't they do something about _t --

pull themselves up by their own bootstraps." Amefican blacks

,have had and continue to have an unabiding.faith in education.

The-record on that is clear and, as we shall see, despite

all the pitfalls, deliberate and otherwise, there has been

incredible progress auantitatively if not guRlitatively, at

least in recent years. Progress, it shOuld be added," that

occurred despite a system that did everything in its power

to block it--again until very recently.

The Demographic Aspects of Education

Before any group'6an attain a fairly high level of ed-

ucatioA6.1 attainment, the proportion of its youth attending

school must also be hien.; Even before thiis can occur,

illiteracy must be almo*Sttotally eliminated. With this in

Jnind, this demographic analysis mill focus first on illiteracy,
s.

then on school enrollment, and finally on educational attain-

ment.-

In this comparison of black-white education, however mea-

sured, a basic difficulty in making statistical comparisOns shduld

be kept in mind. -ft is_much easier for the oppressed group

to exhibit,xliibit significant percentage gains than it is for the

advantaged group. Par too often authors rely solely on per-

celitage increanes to document their conclusions that differentials
N-

between whites and blacks al.e dicappearinG. I.or example, while

1:5
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the median* mean of black families was but 54 percent of that

of their white counterparts in 1959, this had increasedto

54 percent by 1970.. However, the actual difference bei-wetn

the races in ddllars and cents earned had in fact increased

_4.-

±rom :12,846 in'1959 to 4'0,9537 in 1970.- -Inciaentaily, even

this kind of progress had ceased. By 1973, black family
...-

incomes were but 60 percent of those of white and the real

difference was 35,326.

Similarly-in education, "Increasing the level of r

ducation from a median of four years schOol completed to

f median oi' six years completed is usually accomplished more

raPidlY than inciw,ing the-median from say, eleven years to

thirteen years. "24 Thus blacks, being: far behind whites in

education histotically, can be expected to register sub-
.

stantial so-called advances. It remains to be seen if these ...,

.
, s)

_advances are in fact eliminating the
.
differential in quality

-

,as well as in quantity.

Illiteracy: The primary dimension of education is

whether a person can read or write in some -iantiage. questions,

on illiteracy were included in the Census as early as 1840: How=

,ever early data are of dubious aualiiy and this analysis .

begins with the'findingslof the 1880 census which inquired aci,

to whether the respondent (aged 10 or over) could either

read or wri-te. Illiteracy was defined as the inability to

write regardless of the ability to read. 'As lolger and Nam

have pointed out, "since the data showed,that nearly all

persons who were .able to write could also read, the" different

4.
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definitions did not greatly affect the statistics.25 2he

Y

question was included in all subsequent decennial censuses

through 19f,0. 4ith the almost total elimination of illiteracy,

the auestion has not been -included in more recent censuses

although occasional special surveys have inquited into the

topic.

In 1880 70 percent of allblacki aged 10 or overwere

illiterate'and in-the 6ouch, this proportion reached 75e

percent. By 1900 it had drOpped to less ,than 45 percent; 50

percent in the curb. The highest illiteraCy rates in 1880

were found rn Georgia and Alabama (over 80 percent). By 1(K0

the 'rates in Georgia and Alabama were under 60 percent. In

comparison, about one in ten of the United States white

population was illiterate in 1880; slightly more than 6 percent

im,1900, White illiteracy was much higher in the South where

20 percent could not read or write in -188,0; 10 percent in 1900.'

The improvement in'two decades is temarkabre indeed

and gives strong evidence of the desire on the payt of former

slaves to receive some education--be it industrial or traditional.

This is especially marked when looking, at *rates by age in 1900.

Polger and Nam have remarked that, for the nation, "the -marked

changes in opportunities, for NegtoeS to receive formal ed-

ucation were reflected in the strikingly differdmt literacy
,

rates between the' ()Icier and the younger groups.
n26 The sit-

uation was even more dramatic in the South. Among those

55 and over, whose "education" was ptesumably-completed

prior to emancipation, about 85 percent ref-mined illiterate

17



at the turn of the century: But only 32 percent ofthose

.aged -10-14 could not read or write.

The declin4 in the- number of illiteratt, blacks continued
0

in the twentieth century. By 1950 less than 20 percent of
_ .

soutamarif "blacks were illfterate and only 6 percent. of those

10-14 could not ,rend or write; This compared to 3.7 percent

among native born white southerners. Interestingly, for the
0

entire nation in 19-0, while blacks had significantly higher

illiteracy.tateethan whites (16.4 - 3.0), they:nonetheless

had lower rates than such white foreign bon groups as the

Portuguese-, Italians, .0yrians, Lithuanians, Poles, or

Albanians.

Data from a 1969 Census Bureau.survey,showed that for

the nation, among persons 14 and over°, a mere 0.7 Percent of

the whites wena illiterate compared to 3.6 16ercent among

blacks, While the la*tter remained.- higher,- it,represepts a

Major accomplishment in a relatively short period bf time.

An 4E,mbre wrote in 19/.6: . "A :single index--the reductkon

OT, the illiteracy of the7Negro from 95 = percent In 1865 to

than 10 percent in '9:.0--shows that the various educational

rkAvacies at wor,,iinve wroucht miracles in three-brief genere-
.

ry.27

It should 1-,,e neverthen:3s emphasized that illiteracy

is but the bpsic measure of educational achievement. To

-auote Folger and Iam: 'illiteracy, as usually defined,.

- measures only the lower limit of what might be called the

in*ability to communicate the written or printed word, and

1,8
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It 6,.scribes only the "oarest minimum level pi" educational

attainment of the populatio ."
28 Thus the concept, "func-

tional illiteracy," has become more important and has been

operationally defined as having completed less than five

_years of.school.'

SchoolZarollment: The rapid decline in illiteracy,

by an equally rapid increase in school attendance

Here, however, regional differences have been

In the Sbuth, less t!'nn 10 percent of all blacks

as matched

by blacks.

-substantial.

tiG

*.

between five and twenty attended school' compared to "36 percent

for whites in 1870. By 1900, 30 iigrcent of the blacks were

in school compared to 45 percent of the whites. The improve-

ent continued-into the twentieth century and by 1910, 43.7

percent of southern-blacks 5-20 were attending school and

53.3 percent of the whites were enrolled. Inthe brief

spnn- of 4-0 years the proportion_of_black_childtanin schOOk

hnd risen, from less than 10 percent to well over 40 percent--

a remarkable achievement especially under the conditions

previously_ described.

Conditions were,far superior for the 10 percent of the

black populatioa living in the North as figure 1 indicates.

Even in 1370, school age blacks living:outside the South,

were four times as likely to be in attendance as southern
e.

blacks; in 1900, the enrollmentrate in the Solith was only

60 percent that of the non-South. Southern whites also did

not fare very well in comparison with the rest of the nation.

The :youth, as a region, cias historically lagged behind in school

attendance.

19
C.

S
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By 19-.0 well overhAf (58.5 percent) of all Southern
ti

black children were attending school; two-thirds of all

whites were in schOol. EspeciallyAloteworthy was the inct

that over 85 percent of those aged 7-1!. were in school

(9.4 percent for whites). Indeed, by 19:-40 the differences

between blacks and whites were small up to age 17. However-

the proportion of whites aged 18=20 in school

double that of blacks indicatinr that college
z

remained a very limited option among blacks.

was almost-
&

attendance

Nevertheless, the

gains made between 1870 and 1930--in a period when first

-industri4 education was2.emphasized, and second, entirely

discrimi0.tory expenditures resulted in poor academic conditions --
.

rank among the great achievements to be.noted anywhere. To

be sure,= the quality of the education was admittedly inferior.

Thus, althosugh less than nine percentage points separated,

theraces in school enrollment by 1930, the quafitative differ-
.

-ence was undoubtedly far mere significant--
----

Outside the South;, similar progress took place and
-

30, racial differences were not substantial. lioweveg

both- qks and Whites living in the South were less likely

to be attending school than their northern counterparts.

In rating the improvement in enrollment made between 1900

and 1910, the editors of the monumental work, Heu_2222.112.1.42/1

in the Unteed States: 1790-191, conCluded;*

O Reviewing thee.situatign as a whole, While it is
true that the proportion of Negro children not in
school is large, not only in rural communities, but
even in large Cities; and although in the South,
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the proportion of Negroes not in school greatly
exceeds the corresponding, proportion ofwhites,
*till the data for school attendance presented in
this chapter establishes the fact of rapid improve-
ment in the condition of Negroes in the South.
That there should have, been an increase of 561,243
'in the number-of-Negipes in'school in the United
States in 1910com4ared with 1900, while the increase
in populatibn of cO#esPbnding age was very slight;.
is_importaftt; that of this' number 535,506 should

.

be *in the South, includj:ng 216,872 children 5 to
9 years of age, is most'significant. Should the

-next census show a similar advance, the Negro
race-in- its-school_attendance will not stand far
-behind the white.29

Such advances have been noted but differences, though narrow-

persist to.the present day throughout the nation. How-
.

ever, since 1950 these differences-have been limited: to, the'

_

Upper":.-igts-..- As Price noted after examining the-1960.0dpsus
_

,

.,data for the South: "Ifrom,ages.8through.12, 98 percent

or more of each ate group was enrolled in school....Beginning,

with age the proportion enrolled in school began to drop

much-Ipore.rapidly for nonwhites than for the' total populatipn,

and by ar,e 17 the proportion of nonwhites enrolled was nearly

10 percentage points below the proportion bf,the-tOtaI-pop-
-

ulation enrolled." 30 Price also noted that a larger proportion

of blacks aged were enrolled than idas noted for whites--per-
,

haps due to economic conditions forcing-motherdto seek full -

time employment. Indeed, economic conditions perhaps accounted

fdr,that phenomenon at one .extreme of the age spectrum--that is,,

increaSedenrollment; as well as for the lower enrollmenti-

at the othe±,end as black youths dropped out of school in,

large number
a
in'search of any type of job.

The data on school enrollment, from the most recent Bureau
,

-ts

t
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of ,;he Census surve, seem to indicate at first glance that

the predict' of-1910'has dome true. While 54.4,percent of
,

ail blacks aged 3-34 were enrolled in school in Fall 1970,

5a.2 percent of the whites of the same age we're in school.

In' the South; the "respective. proportions were 54.8 and 50.7.

excei)t for those a Pd nursery schools , the

proportion of whites. attending school was greater` than that

of blacks. The reasons for thir. apparently contradictory

statistic lies in the different age structures of the two

gr4ups7-,blacks bping_significantly younger. Differences

however, Here minimal thrOugh age 1? thus indicating some

improvement over 1960. Beyond that age, differences grew

again attestirig to the fact thjt the very young (now of

nursery age) benefit -from HeadStart programs (economic

factor),.while the proportion going-to college remains below

that Of 'whites (economic factor). There nevertheless has

been improvement in receht.years. Close to 20% of all blacg,

. North and'-South, between 20 and attend,seho011-nOt

far behind the 50 percent.aMong,whites. With each,-d44;

some progress is to be noted but to;.this date, "differences

in school enrollment remain.
-

. ,
-'u

Changes in'the proportion of blacks 18-24 not,oniy en-.

rolled in school, but actually attending college is a good

indicator of educational progress; the more so since increas

Jingly a collegedegree is the "ticket" to socio- economic

advancement., Since 01965, there have been significant'increases

in the proportion of blacks enrolled in college--from 10 percent

a.
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_ . . ,

of those li--,=:.- in 1965 to 16 percent in 1975. Over thi-s_._:_ -

t

same period, the proportion ofwnites attending college re-

,-

mained at about 25-26 percent suggesting that this may be

the ultimate goal for blacks to attain.

The progress among black males has b.een especially

-markedfrom 10 percent in 1965 to 19 percent, in 1973-7

while the;-.proportion among white- males dropped. from 34 percent

to 29. percent. Again,Nwever, such encouraging signs= do

_
not indicate the achievement_ of edilcational pirity with

whites. Indeed the recent Ford Foundation study on racial
rr

and, ethnic enrollments in higher education ..shows that the'

number of blacks in college is still subStantially less than_

their Percent of the population. ,The report notes that in .

1970 while: whites (less Spanish sepaking ethnic groups)
.

madefup-percent of the total population they were 89.4
-

pervnt of the college population; blacks were 6.9 percent of

the undergraduate'enrallment by 1:1.1 percent of the total

population.. Progress has occurred despite the numerous

adversities, but equality is far from being a fact in 1974,

When looking at the changes since 1870 howeverl the

achieV6Ment becomes phenomenal. The differential between

whites and blacks has declined substantially, as expected.

When one group begins at 10 percent, relative improvement is

bound to occur. But as just stated, differences persist.

especially at those ages when'students shOuld have the oppor-*

tunity to attend college; Despite recent sometimes noble

%

4,

efforts on the part of, government and educators, the proportion

of, blacks in college still lags behind that of whites, and

2
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4
the, dropout rates remain substantially higher among blacks.

The 31rediction of 1910r-has not been realized as yet.
.

Educational' Attainment: With the abandonment of the

Census inquiry on literacy in 19-i0, attention centered on

a
,

. .

educational attainment' nd.in 194 a question was included

which asked how many years of school had been completed* by

the respondent. This is perhaps the best quantitative measure

of sopio-educational: progress limited -As it is to the adult
,

population aged 25 and over. It is cl,Oaely related,:to occt,t-

-baiftbn and income and thus gives a fairly, good picture of the

overall socio- economic situation of any group. - 'Furthermore,

as almost everyone has completed their education before reaCh---

,ing age 25,.it iS a definitive statement as compared tq inform-

ation on occupation cr income--status indicators that can

change at any time. Indeed, as Bogue has stated: "Educational

attainment is the'major determinant of the capacity of a person--
,

4:11

tq participate on a high or oh .a'low level. 4e11CV edu'cational

attainment is the major determinant of this.componeAt. ni

(ifte. socio-economic status):

When discUssing social, progress as measured by' increased

educational Attainment, it must be realized thhtany such

-Progress is relative. Given the nature' of American society-, it

can be realistically assumed that the educational attainment of

th,e adult population will improve over time. A college

education today is perhaps equivalent to a,higH school diploma

some twenty or thirty years ago: 'Furthermore, as the oldest

,citizens, the beneficiaries of much less education', die off

and are replaced by the youi;ger who have had far more

. 24
1

1
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educational opportunities, the result will necessarily_

yield higher average year's of schoolncompleted. Such iM-

-orovement is noted in the table below which sum'marizes'the

1901-100 findings for the nation for blacks and.for whites.

Looking firSt at,median school years completed, both
--;

grours haire witnessed a significant increase. 'Poi- the white

*

population, the-mode Roved from an elementary school diploma

-(8 grades)' to a high school diploma (12gtad4s)-7an increase

of 3.4 years..Jor blacks the increase ;gas even-more sub-

* ) C
.

.stantial--from 5.8.-t6 10.0 61* 4.2 years of school. The pro-
, -

. * -
.

.

oition with a high,school diploMa and .with cith a degree,
, .

.

his tncreased a great deal .;over the thirty year periOd. This

is true pf blacks and whites. Perhaps the greatest ieprovement

is to be noted iethe reduction of. functional-illiteracy

among; blacks from '41.8 percegt in 1940to,14.6 percept in 1970,

4 -

In1940, over 83.pR1;Ront of the adult black population of

the United State's.had no more than ah elemen'tary school'
i-*

ecucatiOntriking evidendeof the inAricir facilities

available in the

. Progress in

total'population
A

first few decades of the twentieth century.

educational .attainment has been made by the

and,this is to be expected; but have blacks

- gained in the thirty yer period? There i,s some evidence'

.

of slight relative progressin median years of school for
. - A

example. This is especially true of the.period.between

1960 and. 1970.. But to a great extent, .the earlier. improvements.
, P

were the r'esult of the major decline in the:proportion havihg

had less than eight grades, of school. Hue recently,

s

t.
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increq.:e --z have been quite marked among, those completing high

drool. However, though prpgress has alsO occurred in the
,k 2

blac*pror;Ortioh- college trained, it remains small (h,4 peicent)

compar6.eto that among whites_(11.-:; pei-cent). The net gainer:

0 ,curred%at the lower ungs of t4e education ladder

nnd -hough some catching up ':as Liken place, much neels to

be Mile before equality is hieved on the national level.

Turning to the nouth, impressive gains--were registered

,- betJieen 1940 and 1950. liol,;(1vr, between 1950 and 1960,

i

. .

Prie, in his important article; "Educationql Differences
toT .1

Oetlyeen Negroes and Whites in the .;outh" concluded that "the
( t

edilcational gap between Negroes and Whites was widening in

atileast some 'parts of
..

the 1;61.1th."3
2 UtiWing data.from

th; eleven truly southern rT:tates, he noted that while between

1940 and 1956 the-median Years of school completed differential

.
\

increased in but three, no less than seven states, with another-

chowint no change, registered increasing differences'between

1950 and ;1960. ,He concluded: We have attributed the changes

in the educational gap between NeEtroes and .whites in the .3outh
#.

to patterns of selective migration. ItAis almost certain.

that this is the basic fac.tor, because there has bee an

increasing proportion of Negroes of school age enrolled in

school.

nhe 4 dying national changer, migration is .not' a

factor; it becc5mes important when analyzing any sub-area of
-

the nation. Most post-war'studies have noted that migrants

.tend to be better educated than either tho'Se pemaining at

?6
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Nint of,origin or those living at point of destination.!

Ur4i1 at least the early 1960's there had been a sizeable
4

stream of blacks migrating out of the Soilth With no compensat-

ing counterstream of blacks moving into the region. These

put-migrants have generally been better ,
educated than their

counter left behind. Obviously such a pattern

to decreving.the.overall educational, attainment of the group

-living at point of origin--in this case, the South. Further-
.

moreAif the difference among whites is not as great, that

the interracial Variation increases.

Looking at the 1970 data for- the same eleven states

sugp'ests that the differential is no longer as large as noted
,

0 v- by oprice,One decade earlier. 'Of the same eleven states, only
. . .

twb (Arkansas an d Tennessee) regitspd increasing educational:-.

.

differentiills. In six states, the difference between. blacks and

4, iini.tes was the lowest ever recorded. Clearly there has been

a.shifti.:and the Increasing differential noted by Price based

on 1960 data is Ho, longer present in 1970.
. . . ,

- .

,

.Regibnar differ,mces have also declined. The table, below

shOws the iiroportion of the adult population of the South
Ntk

by years. of -sthool completed since 1960 and inclfiding the most

recent 1972 Suvey. A half-:year decline in differential is

noted between 1960 and 4970. The proportion of college

ecWcated* bladks increased from 3.1 percent to 4.8 percent in

twelve years. ffoyeVer,. the number with but an elementary
4--.

school education remains Much large-I-half the black pop-
,

ultion 25 years- .of ,age or-overl.i 1972. There is evidence

Q
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of progri.ss and of a slight decrease in differential; never-
,

theless the difference remains substantial,-even in 197.

Returning to Price's warning that the exodus of better'

educated blacks from the 6outh was contributing to 'an increase

in educational differential, perhaps the cause of-the Change

since 1960 can be attributed to the fact that the actual net

out-migration of blacks was 'considerably smaller than ever

recorded. previously. Furthermore, while those leaving were ,

-Tdmittedly much better educated than those remaining their

loss: was compensatea by the rel;-tively large number of in-migrants

who were equally well educated. The five year (1965-1970)

migration data Snow that the educational Otainment of those

leaving and those entering the South Atlantic division were

about the same. (Similar patterns were noted for the East'

and West South Central divisions.) For the first time,:the

Sou.* did not suffer from.the exodus of better educated

black's to other sections of the nation. As the following

tables indicate, the proportional educational distribution

of the 1970 black popu.ation of the 6outh Atlantic division

,ould have been the same if no one entered or left between 1965

ana 1970. No danpa are available for the first half of the

-decade, but presumably this changing Pattern-began earlier in

the 1960's. Recent evidence suggests that it is continuing

into the 1970's with even some hint of a positive net migration

of blacks into the south for the first time. Furthertore,

the scant data indicate that these may ,be better educated

7,5

thanthose remaining in- either the North or the

26



Repeated mference to tats remaining bilge proportion cf

noc.,rly educAted blacks has been made. This assertion warrants

ther investigation. The Bureau of the ,Census survey O

of March, 1972 provides some clues to its understanding. The

.

male population can serve Ilk; an example. The median educition-
,

11 attainment difference between 6outhern white and black

;
and over is 4.-." years. The difference among those

27-4 is a mere 1.5 years. Yu' the nation, the 'respective

differences are '.4 and 0.7. This reflects the major advances

that have taken place since the early 1960s. 'True, 23 percent

.
of the younger adults in the south still have less than an

eighth grade education; yet this is a far cry from the 82.8 per-

cent among the elderly males. 0Improrements have occurred

in the white-population as-well, but not to such an extent.-

This change most dramatically illustrates the progreS's that

hPs t aker[ place since integration of schools in fact occurred;

it als,O dramatically illtistrates the apparent generation gap

that must be present to a :inch greater degree among blacks

than among whites.

s improvement taken place since 1870? The answer is

Hao the 6p between rartps been eliminated? The answer-

;TO, although it has been reduced. It must be remembered that

the Aite population of the South ha:, also been historically

the least educated of all the reginns. .ThPy too would be

expected to ,have Made fTeat strides forward. Indeed, one

can speculate as to-whether the demands of southern .blacks

not contribqte to the improve7en: and to t*'e extent of

vhite public education av firFt evidence of black

29
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uhn in the rapid decline in illiteracy. Then tl.c

proportion in school `showed signs of increasing even in the

art of this century. Fi41a11:.3 recent signs indicate

ellPt tnI edneetionel attainment of blacks is climbing and

the difference tith whites fs declining. TO n considerable-

-xtent this is due to (') increar.ed school enrollinent allowing

1),1 a,bettet educated cohortito enter the :15- -4 age group in

';')70 than in 1960; (2) and in the :aouth, to the rather star-._

prising rhift in migrition patterns among blacks. The actua)
: j

nu fiber declined in the 191',Os and. more important, it did not
)

neo:atiyely_affect the 0d1L:ationi.d_ attainment of the region.

Whatever-neaninfful pro fires:- chat has occurred in the

wition has occurred in the qui.te recent pdSt. 'Black "catching

np""is a recent phenomenon. Yet the overwhelming embrace of

education ,by blacks since the opportunity was made' available

to them is equally evident in the deCline in illiteracy and

the rapid increase in school enrollment. Despite the legal

i . N -

and extralegal parriers which were maintained both in the

South and the Irth, blacks nevertheless availed themselves,

of the crumbs offeted them by the white power structure. The

contest is'far tom over--and that contest will be waged

equally in the liorth as well as,in the South. The proportion

, of blacks in colilege remains significantly below that of

whites. Yet a r cent survey of the plans of high school.

seniors through° t the nation_showed that about as many blacks

and white6 planned to-enroll in college--45.6 among whites;

43.8 among blacks.
6 hether these plans will materialize

vU
1
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remains to be s66n.

On the other hand, the recent disclosures from the Bureall

of the Census, especially with reference to income differhntials,

indicate that-perhaps a "plateau" was reached in 1969.

then, and coinciding with the period of the Nixon administration,

little if any contimed pi.ogress Vas been deserved. It may

well be time for another massive .effort by well intended

blacks and whites to achieve racial parity in education, in

occupation and in income, once and for all.



TABLE I

Percent Illiterate in the Population
by Race: 'United States 1870 to 1969

(Data for 1870 to 100.are for the pop-

tear

1870

ulation 10 years old and over; date. for
subsequent years are for the population
14 years old and over) _

Total White Other

20.0 , 11.5 79i9

1880 17.o 9./i 70.0
, .

1890 13.3- 7.7 56.8

1900 10.7. 6.2 -44.5 e

1910 7.7 .
5.0 30.5

1920 6.0o 4,0 . 23.0

193b 4.3 3.o 16.4

1140 2.9 2.'0 "; 11.5

1947 2,7 1%8 11.P

1952- . "2.5 1.8 104,2

1959 ___-2.2-

,

1.6 7.5

1969 1.o 0.7 - 3.6

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports,
"Illiteracy in the United States: November 14969":.;eries P.20,

No, 217, Table A.



Figure I PERCENT OF THE POPULATION 5 TO 19 YEARSfOLD ENROLLED -IN
SCHOOL, HY RACE,-FOR THE SOUTH AND THE UNITED STATES EXCLUDING
THE SOUTH: 1870 AND 1900.
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Source: John K. Folger and Charles Nam, Education of the American

Population, p. 19.
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Figure II PERCENT OF TffirgOPULATION ENROLLED IN SCHOOL, BY AGE

AND COLOR, FOR THE UNIT STATES AND THE SOUTH:- 1960
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Age in yews

AO,

Source: Daniel B. Price, Changing Characteristics of the Negro

Population, p. 195..
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. TABL$ `IS

Percent of the Popu lation, 10 years of age

Year

And over,

Age

illiterate:

Negro

1880 10 A over 75.6
1890

.
10.& over 60.7

1900 1Q & over 48.0

10-14 32.2

15-24 36.5;
25 -34 04.1

35-44 57.6

_ 45-54 72.8
55-64 82.6

0
65 & over 88.3

1910 -"I'' 10 & over 33.3

io-14 20.2

South- 1880-1930

Race

White (Native Born

21.0

14.8

11.3

N.A.'

It ,

. . n

"
.

,

II

t 7.5

5,70

. 15-24 24.1- 5.6

25-34 , 28.1' , 6.2

35-44 - 36.8 7.8.

45-54 51.9 11.2

55-64 67.6 13.4'

65 & over 7.8.5 15.5

1920 10 & over = 26.0 5.2

10-14- 12.4' 2.5

15-24_ :17.6- 3.4

25-34 21.7 .4.1 i
35-44 - 28.0 . 5.5
45-54 39.1 . 7.5
55-64

.

55.0 10.2

65 & over 73.3 '13.1
1930 10 &-over 19.7 3.-.7.

ip-ik. 6.1 1-.3

15-24 . 12.4 2:2
25_311

2171 :7
2.9.

3.5-44 , 4:1 *
457,54 29.6 5.7

55-64 40.3 7.1 35
,. 65 & over 61.9 10.6

,
,,..i4

Source: U S. Bureau of the'Census, "Negi.o- POpulation in'ihe 'United
StAtes, 1790-1915", and "Negroes in the U.S. 1920-1932" (Washington:
U.S.-GoVernment Printing Office, 1918,:1934)t .4



--TABLE III

School Enrollment in the South by
Race and Agel. 1900-1910; 1930

Year Race -

g
White

(percent enrolled)

Negro

1900 3-9 21.7 34.6

51.6. 74.6

15-20' 17.3 31.:4

5-20 29.'6 45.9

1910 5-9 -. 39.5 53.1
10-14 67.o, 85.1

. 15 -20 26.6. 39.5

5-2_911_ 43,.7 58.3

;1930 5-6 85.6 93.4
7-13 75.9 85..2

14715 44.9 55.7
16-17 22.3
18-2o. 27.8 40.3

-5-2o 58.5 66.9

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, appropriate tables from 1900,
1910, and 1930.
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TABLE IV

School Enrollment in the United States-,
And the South by Race and Age: 1970

A

3-4

5 -6

United States

Black WhiteWhite

14.44 12.1
,

67.8- 73.4

South.

Black

12.3.

_
-58.0

White

11.3

60.1 s

7713 95.8 97.5 95.3- 96.6

14-15 93.7 96.3 92.8 94.6

16-17 84.j 90.1 83.0 85.8'

18-19 4741 , I. 57.7 48.5. 53.5

20-21a 18.2 Al 32.2 . 18.9 27.9

22-24 8.8- i5.2 8.1 12.7

25-34._ 4.9 .6.2 , 4.o 5.o

3-34 54.4 54.2 54.8 50.7

.7-

.\

Source: U.S.Bureau of the Census, Census Populations 1970

"General Social and Economic Characteristics", Final Report PCC(1)-C1
Upited-States Summary, Tables 88' and.131.
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TABL7

ColleK'67 7,nrollment of Persons_ 1R -2_4:
1965, 1970, and 1973 .-.. 1.

.

--' Percent 7,nrolled

Ubdte
-, -

1965 1970 1973 1965 1970 197:' '--

4

Total

ale

T O

10

__15, ,

16

16

19

26,

34

_-2 7 -.

34

2525

29

Fentlroc 10 15 14 . 19- 21 21.

. ..

.1cIrco: U.S. Bureau of theCensw, Current Population Re-Ports,
';,-)cj.r1 Studies,Series P. 23, No. 4:', i.Thg Social and Economic
it:,tus 0: th,:: Iliac% PoliUlAtion of tly: 1Jnito0 States, 1973", TP1)1- /L9.

At

O

1.
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% :TABLE VI .

...

Years of School Completed of'Persons 25 years old
N And ovei by Race: '1'940,1970

. f-

Yrs. of School
Completed

d

<5
.-J-7

8

-1-3 HS

.4---iis-

1-3 -c01.,1,

4 COLL +

' Median

White

Race and Year

. Non7Whit.b

1940 1950 1960 1970 1940. V950 1960 1970
.. .

.

10.9 8.9 -617

..

4.5
.

'41.8 32.9 21.7 14.-6.-
., --.-

.17.4 1.5:.2 -12..8 9-.1 29.9' 28.3. *24.3 18.7 .-..

29.8 21.7 18.1 :13.0 41....-9 11.8- t2.9. 10.5

15.8 , 17.8' 19.3 18.8" 8.7 13.:5 19.0 .24.8

15'0 22.0 25.8 32.2 4.5 7.9' 12,9 21.-24.,

5.9 7.8 -9;3 11.1 1;9 2'.9, 4.1 5.9

4.9. 6, 6 8.1 -11.3 i .-3 2.1 3.1 4.4

8.7' .9.7 t0.9. 12.1 -8:2 10.0

-

-6

. . .
.

Source: U.S. Bureau of-the Census, Census of Population: .1970
"Generat Social and Economic Characteristics", Final Report
PC (1)-C1 United States Summary, Tabel'75.- '.'

7
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TABU: VII

Median Years of School Completed. by Whites and
Non- Whites,. 25 -ears of age and over, in Eleven

Southern StAtes, 1940,1970

..

State and Color

Alabama -
White .

.

Non White

'Difference-

Arkansas
White

Non:White

-.,Difference'

Florida
White

Non-White

Diffeiience

...

Years of School Completed

1%0 1950 - .1960
-,

. .

a
5.2 *.8 4 . 10.2

-4..5- 5.4 _6.5
.

5.7 . 3.4 3.7
. ,

. -

8.4 8..7 . . . 9-.5

- 5.2: 5.6' 6.5

3-2 , 3.1 3.0
.

9.3 10.9 '11:6

5.2 5.R 7.0-

'4.1 5.1. 4.6

Georgia
White

VNon -White

dfference

Louisiana
White

Non-White

Difference

8.1

-4.2

3.9

3.9

LF. 2

8.8

4.9

3.9

10. 5
6:1

4.2'

8.8 . 10.5.

4.6 6.0

4.2 4.5

North Caliolina
.White

Nori-nite

Difference

Eississippi
.,,:dhite 0.9

No0.-White . 4.7,

Diffdrence ' 4.2. -

5.1,

,.;

9.9 V 11.0

5.1 6.0.

. 4.8, 5.0

8.6 9.8

5.9. . 7.0

2`1

44

1970

11..6

8.1

3.5

12.2
,

8.ri

3.4

s



,
Stete,ana Color

Soilth Cerolina
_ White

Non-Whito

Difference

Tenn9sSee
White

icon T-White

Di..f _nce

Texas
White

Mori-White

Difference
,

7irginia
White

Non-White

Difference

TA731.7.-VII (cont.)

Years o.1' School Comnleted

1940 1950 t960

8.5 9.0 :10.3

3.9 .4.8. 4*'5.9

4.6 4.2 4.4

8.3 '8.6 9.0

5.8 6.5 7.5

2.5 2.1 1.5

8.9 9.7 10.8

'6.1 7.,0 8.1

2.8 2.7 2.7,

7.9 9.3 10.8

5.1 6.1 7.2

2.8 3.2 2.4.3.- -

1970

11.4

7.7

3.7

. 119
9.8

2.1

(a) Underlined differences indicate an increase in they
/

educational gars

Source: 1940-1960 Daniel Price, "Educational Differ.ntials between
Negroes and Whites in the South' DemoPranhy Vol. 5,4-1o. 1, 1968,
Tablc, 1; 1970 U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census ofPbpulation 1970,

"General Social and Economic Characteristics" Final State Reports.
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4Y4ars of School
Corripleted i

-&

8
.

,1=3'HS

!4 HS

1 -3 COLL,

4 COLL +

Median

TABLE VIII

Educational Attainment for Persons
Aged 25 years and over by Race,

South:-.1960-1970-1972

' '1960' 1970
White Black White Black

1972_
White Black

27.7 59.3 19.6 43.1 16.4 39.8

13.9 10.7 11:0 10.2 10.3 9.6

18.8 15.1 20.6 22.5 16.9 22:8

22.7 8.9 27.4 15.5 33.0 19.0

9.0 2.9 10t5 4.1 11.0 4.0

7.9 % . 3.1 10.9 4.6 12.4W, 4.8

10.3 6.7 11.8 8.7 12.2 9.1

Source: 1960-1970 Edwai.d E. Cahill and Hanns Pieper, "Closing the Educational
Gap: The South Versus the United States", Phylon, March, 1974, Table 1; 1972
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-20, No. 243,
"Educational'Attainment: March-1972.1 Table 8.- =
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TABLE IX

Educational Attainment of Blacks 25 years of age and sex
in South Atlantic Division by Migration Status: 1970

Years of School
Completed

8 & under

1-3 HS

4 HS

1,.3_COLL

.4 COLL

Born in Division
Living in Division
in 1965 & 1970.
("non-Eigrants")

/Tot in Division
in 1965 but
Living in Div.
in 1970
("in-migrants")

in Division in 1965
but not livinp:
there in 1970
("out-migrants")

48.0 19.6 21.5

25.6 22.0 23.6

17.7 33.7 31.2

4.2 12.3 10.5

4.5 12.4 13.2

Source: Derived from U.S. Bureau of the. Census, Census of Population:
1970, Subject Reports PC (2)-2D, "Lifetime and Recent Migration"
Table 13. -4)



Years of School
Completed

8 & under.

1-3 HS

4 HS

1-3 COLL

4 LOLL

Total

TABLE X

Educational Attainment of Black Population
25 years of age and over in the South

Atlantic division in 1970

A

No. of Persons (%)

1,063,430 (46.5)

580,204 (25.4)

420,620 (18.4)

105,462 (4.6)

115,650- (5;1)

2,285,366 (loo.o)

A= The Actual 1970 Population

B

No. of Persons (%)

1,067,779 (46.5)

584,685 (25.4)

4234810 (18.4)

105,894 (4.6)

118,073 (5.1)

2,300,241 (100.0)

B= The Hypothetical 1970 Population assumes no migration in or out.-

between 1965 and 1970..

q.
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